StoriesOnBoard
Deliver the right product
right on time

75% of software projects fails because of the same reasons.
Companies with poor business analysis capability will have three times
as many project failures as successes.
TOP 3 Reasons of product fails

Keys to success

Improving product design process

Unclear requirements

Effective solution for capturing requirements

Deliver the right product right on time

Unrealistic expectations

Agile framework for adequate evaluation

Laser sharp cost and time estimation

Poor communication

Successive communication with
stakeholders

Build what's important to customers

50% of failed projects had any 2 of:

Top keys to success:

73% of business leaders today,

Over 41% of the budget will be consumed by
poor requirements

66% say business analyst capabilities

believe that reliability, ease of use,

26% say effective team communication

and an ease of integration are the

Consuming in excess of 160% of estimated
budget
Only 55% product members feel that the
objectives of their projects are clear

19% say Agile techniques

top three requirements

StoriesOnBoard
Deliver the right product right on time
Effective Product Design

Accurate Estimation

Azure DevOps Integration

Ease Of Implement

Intuitive framework for ideation

Accurate budget forecast

Real-time sync

Personalized onboarding

High-level overview of the
project

Proper overview of
subsequent versions

Seamless integration to existing
processes

No learning curve of
implementing

„StoriesOnBoard filled a gap between the planning meetings and the day to day project execution.
Before it was difficult for the project team and manager to see the big picture of the goals of the
project.”

StoriesOnBoard & MS Azure DevOps

Visual product design solution for avoiding project fails. seamless integration to any azure devops projects. improve your product management process and
deliver the right product right on time.

Solution Alignment
Box 3: <Partner> + Microsoft <solution>
value title

Box 4: <Partner> + Microsoft <solution>
value title

Box 5: <Partner> + Microsoft <solution>
value title

Box 6:

Box 7:

Box 8:

Customer joint value 5-7 words

Customer joint value 5-7 words

Customer joint value 5-7 words

Power statement

Power statement

Power point

Customer Success Stories
„We ran 8-10 story mapping workshops using the tool and
documenting the stories as we progressed through the workshops.
The client loved the tool as did we. It was very effective for capturing
the stories, quickly moving things around as priorities shifted or
became more clear (e.g., capturing Minimum Viable Product).
We used the color coding feature extensively to help us and the client
track which stories were :
•
•
•

identified but not yet documented,
partially or full documented but not yet agreed, and
fully agreed by the client. It was effective at capturing the major
workflow associated with the epic-level story, and then breaking
those down into individual story cards.

We assessed a few other tools but found them to be too complicated
and/or too expensive for what we needed. We wanted something
simple and StoriesOnBoard fit our need.”

What our customer say about us
„Without StoriesOnBoard, the projects would still
get completed, however they may take longer and it
may take even longer to arrive at what our
customers really want”
„Ease of use and flexibility of the tool. We find this
tool extremely important to kicking off new
projects”

„There is virtually no learning curve to use this
product”

